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Abstract
The entrenchment of the neoliberal state and rise of populist leaders has marginalized the role of voluntary organizations
in society. This presents significant challenges for nonprofit leaders in economically challenged areas as it erodes their
ability to protect and serve vulnerable populations. Attention turns to maintaining hard fought gains at the expense of
making progress. Yet doing so requires new skills and leadership styles to manage organizational change where innovation
and transformation are key. Based on 42 qualitative interviews with disability nonprofit leaders in Atlantic Canada, our
study aims to characterize this transformation. Using Szerb’s (2003) key attributes of entrepreneurship that distinguish be-
tween entre-, intra-, and interpreneurs, we find disability leaders have become interpreneurs. We find a strong emphasis
on networked service delivery underscoring shared goals, risks and responsibilities, and resources. For disability leaders,
cultivating relationships and strong communication skills are essential. In the face of populist desires for state retrench-
ment, we question how long this collective response can hold given ongoing economic challenges.
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1. Introduction

Leadership in the nonprofit sector including the disability
sector has gained importance in the past 30 years as gov-
ernments have increasingly off-loaded their social policy
implementation role to civil society actors (Bennett &
Savani, 2011; Rathgeb Smith, 2012). This has coincided
with the rise of populism and, combined, have marginal-
ized the nonprofit sector (LaForest, 2012). This presents
significant challenges for nonprofits in economically dis-
advantaged provinces such as those found in Atlantic
Canada (Levesque, 2012). The competitive climate and
increased role for disability nonprofits calls into question
the role and skills required of their leaders. Specifically,
how does the skill set that disability leaders possess align
with the competitive funding environment that now ex-
ists?While the “nothing about uswithout us” philosophy
guides persons with disabilities, there is also the need to
examine disability leaders and how they are being trans-

formed, if at all, by the changing context within which
they operate.

The aim of this article is to examine disability non-
profit executive directors to take stock of their skill sets
and leadership styles and argues that existing leadership
models insufficiently capture their operating logic. Given
the neoliberal turn and the rise of populism, it is argued
that disability leaders have become interpreneurs in this
turbulent period of shrinking government support, and
it is questioned whether this aids or frustrates social citi-
zenship for people with disabilities. The article begins by
situating leadership in relation to the Canadian disabil-
ity nonprofit sector within the populist discourse. In the
second part, the focus is narrowed to executive directors
of disability nonprofits in Atlantic Canada and the envi-
ronment within which they operate. The methods that
guide this exploratory study are elaborated in the third
part with our results presented in the fourth part. The
conclusion underscores our findings that disability non-
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profit leaders are wrestling to define and redefine their
roles as they become interpreneurs to ensure their orga-
nizations’ survival.

2. Populism, Leadership, and the Canadian Disability
Nonprofit Sector

Populism is a nebulous and contested concept. At its
heart are three core concepts best captured in the
ideational approach which posits the existence and ten-
sion between ordinary people and the elites with politics
being the expression of the general will. Populist leaders
are typically strong and charismatic and position them-
selves as the voice of the people in their fight against
the elites even though they themselves are often part of
the political elite. For liberal democracies such as Canada,
populism has both positive and negative effects. On the
positive side, voice is given to those individuals that feel
marginalized in society. Yet, this voice comes at a cost
in that it erodes the ability of traditional sectors of so-
ciety that struggle to protect and recognize fundamen-
tal rights (see, for example, LaForest, 2012; Mudde &
Rovira Kaltwasser, 2017). For example, for voluntary sec-
tor leaders such as disability nonprofits, significant chal-
lenges arise in the maintenance of hard-fought gains at
the expense of making progress. These challenges re-
quire new skills.

The rise of the right-wing Doug Ford Progressive
Conservative Party in Ontario in 2018 is illustrative. As
the “voice of the people,” Ford has, among other things,
changed labour laws, reformed the education system,
cut government regulations, while continually criticizing
the “corrupt” press (Kheiriddin, 2019;Wherry, 2018). Yet,
it was his attacks on “special interests,” services for autis-
tic children in particular, that led to a massive backlash
and forced his government to retreat, demonstrating the
power of the electorate and the limitations of a populist
agenda (Alphonso, 2019).

A similar populist strand is seen post-2000 in Atlantic
Canadian provinces, an economically challenged re-
gion where opposition is often muted (Pied, 2011;
Rodner, 2016; Saillant, 2014). Populist governments
have emerged in Newfoundland and Labrador (NL) with
the Williams administration, in Nova Scotia (NS) with
the Dexter administration, and in New Brunswick (NB)
with the Graham and Higgs administrations respectively.
Populist sentiments are also evident among opposition
parties such as with the People’s Alliance Party of NB,
which calls for the downsizing of government services
in the fight for ordinary people including the elimi-
nation of services and rights for “special interests”—
Francophones, whichmake up 30% of the provincial pop-
ulation (Fahmy, 2018).

For disability nonprofits, the rise of populist lead-
ers along with the neoliberal state pose significant chal-
lenges. Their position has been transformed from one of
policy making to service provision by contracting with
the state. Yet, even this is being challenged with the

move to increased partnerships with businesses which
can compromise their core values (LaForest, 2013; Senior,
2011). The legitimacy of represented groups is also un-
dermined with looming uncertainty among individual cit-
izens regarding who is left to fight for specific rights
(e.g., disability) forcing us to rethink forms of represen-
tation (Levine, 2016). It also tests the capacity of non-
profit leaders as they increasingly adopt business prac-
tices and reinvent themselves in attempts to remain
relevant (Dekker, 2019; Edwards, Cooke, & Reid, 1996).
Managing in such an environment is challenging for dis-
ability leaders—disability nonprofit executive directors.
But where to turn?

3. Theoretical Framework

3.1. Leadership and Organizational Change

Our current understanding of nonprofit leadership is
overly determined by the deep leadership literature on
the for-profit sector. Here one can trace the evolution
of leadership theory to its early pre-1950s beginnings
which focused on identifying the personal attributes of
leaders in the belief that leadership was an inherent trait
(e.g., Stogdill, 1948). Found wanting (Hemphill, 1949), at-
tention turned to identifying leadership styles and pat-
terns with much attention on task oriented versus more
participatory leadership styles (Likert, 1961; Stogdill &
Coons, 1957). By the 1970s, it was recognized that sit-
uational settings mediated leadership styles thus giving
rise to a series of contingency theories (Fielder, 1967;
House, 1971). Recent work integrates these theories into
a process of sustaining change recognizing that leader-
ship is a function of roles occupied, influence, and con-
text (Bass, 1985; Kotter, 2012; Yukl, 2006). Research has
focused on identifying factors that underpin transforma-
tional leadership (Popa, 2012), its use (Wright & Pandey,
2010), and differences when compared to transactional
and collaborative styles (Atwood, Mora, & Kaplan, 2010;
Fisher, 2013; also see MacGregor Burns’ [1978] pioneer-
ing work).

From an organizational change perspective, like the
situation disability nonprofits in Atlantic Canada cur-
rently find themselves, emphasis is placed on transfor-
mational leadership (Jaskyte, 2004; Lutz Allen, Smith, &
da Silva, 2013). Here, we find charismatic and inspira-
tional traits in leaders who are relations oriented. That
is, their focus is on human relations both within and
outside of their organizations, in hiring the right people,
motivating others, and monitoring their performance.
Transformational leaders have superior decision making
and interpersonal skills while having a high degree of self-
confidence. They are in it for the “long game” (persever-
ance) and possess strong communication skills (Derue,
Nahrgang, Wellman, & Humphrey, 2011). They also ar-
gue for what they think is right rather than what is ac-
ceptable or popular (Bass, 1985). This contrasts with
transactional and participatory leadership styles which
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are both largely process oriented. Transactional lead-
ership is largely incremental in its focus on marginal
improvements, maintaining performance, reducing re-
sistance, and implementing decisions (Scholten, 2010).
Participatory leadership emphasizes the input of peo-
ple in reaching decisions and can be seen as more
democratic (Pearce et al., 2003). Autocratic or top-down,
directive-oriented leadership is perhaps the least suited
for organizational change often leading to conflicts. This
controlling style is usually related to less educated and
insecure individuals (Derue et al., 2011).

3.2. Transformational Leadership

Transformational leadership is often related to en-
trepreneurs (for a comprehensive overview see Avolio
& Bass, 2001; Riggio & Bass, 2005). At the heart of en-
trepreneurial leadership is venture taking (see Table 1).
This involves bringing together the necessary resources
(e.g., funding, equipment, people) in order to create a
new venture or to take over an existing venture only to
significantly transform it seeking enhanced performance.
In such processes, the risk is assumed by venture tak-
ers with the rewards flowing back to them (Brockhaus,
1980; Gartner, 1985; Szerb, 2003). Risk taking has been
found to be equal between entrepreneurs andmanagers
(Brockhaus, 1980) although their motivation differs with

entrepreneurs focused on money and fame (Gartner,
1985). Entrepreneurial skills are vast and include the abil-
ity to generate new ideas and envision possibilities, the
ability to recognize and seize opportunities, the recog-
nition of social and market needs, the ability to man-
age risks, self-confidence, perseverance, and network-
ing (Jain, 2011; Mitchelmore & Rowley, 2010). To be
clear, entrepreneurs are highly creative individuals that
operate independently outside of organizations regard-
ing what and how things get done.

Yet highly creative individuals and agents of change
also reside within organizations and are termed intra-
and interpreneurs as shown in Table 1. Intrapreneurs are
entrepreneurs who work within organizations (internal
entrepreneurs). Intrapreneurs are able to marshal sig-
nificant internal company resources in support of their
venture that should lead to increased profits for the
company. Unlike entrepreneurs, intrapreneurs are team-
oriented but still possess a fair amount of independence
within the company. The more success they have, the
greater their independence (Pinchot, 1985; Szerb, 2003).

Interpreneurs, on the other hand, were initially con-
ceived as individuals who facilitate a period of revital-
ization of a company or organization. Interpreneurs are
intergenerational and often discussed as family descen-
dants who are able to bridge practices of the past with
the future in transforming the organization. Their moti-

Table 1. Attributes of entre-, intra-, and interpreneurs.

Classical Entrepreneur Intrapreneur Interpreneur

Role Create new venture; make
business grow

Create new venture within
existing organization

Continuous development;
exploit new opportunities

Goal Own profit maximization;
glory

Profit maximization within
framework of broader
company goals

Profit maximization along
with other network
member goals

Risk/Responsibility Owns all risk and
consequences

Risk lies with company
owner; limited individual
responsibility

Shared risk and
responsibility among
network members

Control of Resources Owns or controls necessary
resources

Company owns resources;
individual has partial
control of them

Partial ownership and
control of necessary
resources

Connections Informal, vague,
authority-based

Formal, authority-based;
significant independence
from other units

Mixed; hierarchical within
business; associative within
network

Personal Attribute Individual person; works
alone

Team person; works in small
group within company

Network person; works in
collaboration with other
network members

Skills Possesses all
entrepreneurial and
business skills

Most entrepreneurial skills;
fights for resources

Specialized skills; some
entrepreneurial and
business skills; strong
emphasis on social and
communication skills,
ability to cooperate with
network members

Note: Adapted from Szerb (2003).
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vation is growth, leadership, profit, survival, and family
values (Poza, 1988). Interpreneurs are networked individ-
uals and, like intrapreneurs who consider the goals of
the company within which they work, also consider the
goals of their network members. Successes and risks are
shared with network members while interpreneurs own
or control the resources they bring to the table. What
distinguishes interpreneurs is the emphasis on develop-
ing andmaintaining their network to ensure success thus
underscoring the need for superior social and communi-
cation skills and the ability to co-operate with other net-
work members (Hoy, 2007; Szerb, 2003).

3.3. Executive Directors, Management Challenges,
and Leadership

The executive directors of nonprofits are uniquely po-
sitioned at the centre of their organization. This poses
management challenges as management is multidirec-
tional. For example, executive directors must manage up
to their board of directors. This involves the preparation
of financial, human resources, and programmatic infor-
mation for meetings. It also involves long-term strate-
gic planning related to fundraising, growth, and organi-
zational structure, as well as board renewal. Executive
directors also need to manage down to their staff and
clients largely surrounding the implementation and eval-
uation of programs and the assignment of related re-
sources. Executive directors also manage out to their
external stakeholders. Managing contracts with govern-
ment agencies, reporting on financial and program out-
comes, and continually cultivating relationships with ex-
isting and potential donors is time consuming yet crucial
for the organization. Executive directors also need to re-
spond to community group or media inquiries as they
arise. Lastly, executive directors manage out to other
nonprofits in terms of working collaboratively on pro-
grams or advocacy strategies in order to make progress
on disability issues. Time is a precious resource and an
executive director’s attention can be focused on one
or more directions depending on priorities or time of
year (for a broader overview, see Levesque, in press-a;
Mintzberg, 2002).

Two implications arise from this management situ-
ation. First, the multidirectional management required
is very different from that found in the corporate world.
For example, for-profit managers, that is, chief executive
officers, typically operate at the halfway point between
their board of directors and their staff similar to the pinch
point in an hourglass. Management is up or down with
very little management out in other directions (a similar
situation is found with local government chief adminis-
trative officers; see Siegel, 2010).

Second, multidirectional management places a pre-
mium on key competencies. The skills required to man-
age up to boards are not necessarily the same as those
required to engage with themedia or external stakehold-
ers or to work with clients and staff (Wang & Ashcraft,

2012). No one executive director possesses all of the nec-
essary skill sets which underscores the need for support
from other key individuals with complementary skill sets.
This is important given the unpredictability of populist
leaders’ agendas.

To survive in this environment, change is required.
Disability leaders have to be creative and innovative in
order to ensure programs meet their clients’ needs. The
creativity comes from having to reinvent themselves and
their organization to remain relevant and to compete
for government contracts for service delivery. Innovation
means doing things differently including working with
other like-minded groups. It is this creativity and inno-
vation that are at the core of transformative and en-
trepreneurial leadership and enable forward movement.
The question is: Do we see evidence of this leadership
emerging in Atlantic Canadian disability nonprofits?

4. Methodology

This article is derived from the Fostering the Next Wave
of Disability Leaders project. This 2.5 year project was
aimed at understanding leadership in the disability non-
profit sector in an era of increasing populist leaders to
improve disability policy development and program im-
plementation in the post-2000 neoliberal era.

4.1. Research Context

Consisting of three parts, part 1 developed a manage-
ment profile of disability leaders—executive directors of
nonprofit disability organizations and government dis-
ability programmanagers. This included distilling the skill
sets and tasks performed in order to reveal gaps and
to assess how those gaps could be addressed and dis-
tinguished. Executive directors were found struggling to
keep their organizations afloat due to the loss of core op-
erational funding in the move to competitive contract-
ing. In comparison, government disability officials devi-
ated little from the hierarchical model of management
and stressed the need to “manage” superiors and en-
gage project partners. The result is the current patch-
work of disability services with individuals increasingly
turning to rights-based approaches for policy changes
to force governments into cross-departmental person-
centred approaches tomeet needs, something for which
they are poorly structured to do (Levesque, in press-a).

Part 2 of the project is the current work. Given
the changes forced upon disability leaders in the post-
2000 neo-liberal era, how can we characterize what they
do? While many are struggling, disability leaders are,
nonetheless, surviving. Yet, we are witnessing a transfor-
mation from their former managerial role into a “jack of
all trades” role with significant innovative and creative
entrepreneurial spirit. The characterization of this spirit
is the focus here.

Part 3 examined the relationship between disability
nonprofit executive directors and their boards of direc-
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tors. It found that the benefits board of directors offer
(advice, guidance) were negated by the efforts execu-
tive directors spent recruiting and continually educating
them on issues to ensure they remained on task. In other
words, boards were less than transformative and acted
as a brake on executive directors’ ability to realize ser-
vice mandates and lead the organization in challenging
times (Levesque, in press-b).

4.2. Geographical Context

A qualitative study was conducted containing semi-
structured interviews with executive directors of disabil-
ity nonprofits in Atlantic Canada. An Atlantic Canadian
disability focus is warranted for several reasons. First, it is
an understudied area in the literature yet provides an ex-
cellent research laboratory. It is comprised of four small
Canadian provinces—NB, NS, Prince Edward Island (PEI),
and NL—each of which have unique yet intertwined his-
tories and similar governance structures. Second, the
four provinces are traditionally “have not” provinces and
have been economically marginalized from the rest of
Canada receiving federal equalization payments (Graefe
& Levesque, 2006). Third, the region is highly rural
(48–56%) with a small population (approximately 2.4mil-
lion people combined; Statistics Canada, 2016). Fourth,
Atlantic Canada has the highest rate of disability in
Canada at 16.3% (Statistics Canada, 2014) and is served
by over 250 disability nonprofit groups (Levesque, in
press-a). Lastly, and more broadly, leadership research
centred on nonprofit disability organizations is scarce
(but see Schalock&Verdugo, 2012). Combined, these fac-
tors offer an excellent opportunity to study leadership
transformation, especially with the rise of populist lead-
ers post-2000, the entrenchment of new public manage-
ment and recent funding cuts to disability organizations.
In such situations, disability leaders face greater pressure
in fulfilling mandates and we should see evidence of a
move to transformative and entrepreneurial leadership.

4.3. Methods for Data Collection and Analysis

A total of 42 semi-structured interviews were con-
ducted either in person or via telephone during 2016
and 2017 (see Table 2) with executive directors of
disability organizations. Lists of provincial disability or-
ganizations were developed via Google web searches
and disability group websites. Interviewees selected in-
cluded a balance of groups from each province rep-
resenting various disabilities including physical (12 in-
terviews), visual (3 interviews), hearing (5 interviews),
mental health (4 interviews), intellectual (5 interviews),

and learning (0 interviews) disabilities, or a combination
thereof (13 interviews). Lastly, disability organizations in-
terviewed differed by whether they were primarily ser-
vice (32), advocacy oriented (5), or both (5), and varied in
scope from local to provincial and national. Participants
are referenced as Respondent 1 (R1) and Respondent 2
(R2) to ensure confidentially and anonymity.

Questions probed their leadership approach, tasks
performed, skills required, and board of directors re-
lations. Interviews lasted on average 50 minutes and
were recorded and transcribed. Each interview transcrip-
tion was then reviewed three times by the research
team to identify key attributes associated with entre-,
intra-, and interpreneurs as outlined in Table 1 (role,
goals, risk/responsibility, control of resources, connec-
tions, personal attributes, and skills). Key passages illus-
trative of each feature were highlighted with each read-
ing. Analysis and interpretation of these passages was
then undertaken to ensure consistency with the entre-,
intra-, or interpreneurship categories.

4.4. Limitations

One potential limitation is related to the identification
and interpretation of key “preneurial” features from the
interview transcriptions. While errors may arise when
one individual conducts the review, the team approach
minimized such errors. Three members of the team re-
viewed the transcriptions independently then compared
analyses to arrive at final results.

A second limitation is the mix of disability organiza-
tions with individuals from physical disability and cross-
disability nonprofit organizations forming the majority
of the interviews. The fact that no interviews were con-
ducted with officials from learning disability organiza-
tions even with efforts to reach out to those identified
(e.g., contacting all of them twice) was problematic. We
were limited to those individuals who voluntarily agreed
to participate. The results are dependent on the mix of
disability nonprofits responding. However, we are con-
fident in the results given the quality of feedback re-
ceived from research dissemination events in the four
provinces and a cross-provincialwebinarwith over 60 dis-
ability organizations.

Third, caution is required in generalizing the results
given only one sector, disability nonprofits, and one eco-
nomically challenged region, Atlantic Canada, formed
the basis of this study. Differences may exist with other
types of nonprofits such as those addressing poverty,
homelessness, or economic development given sectoral
dynamics. Results may also vary in regions with stronger
economies in Canada (Ontario or Alberta) or in other

Table 2. Number of interviews conducted (requested), by province and type.

NL PEI NS NB Total

Disability Organizations # conducted 8 14 9 11 42
(# requested) (25) (25) (25) (25) (100)
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countries given differences in institutional, social, and po-
litical structures.

Lastly, while Atlantic Canadian politics post-2000 is
tinged with populist leaders such as Darrell Dexter (New
Democratic Party) in NS, Danny Williams (Progressive
Conservative Party) in NL, Shawn Graham (Liberal Party),
Blaine Higgs (Progressive Conservative Party), and Kris
Austin (People’s Alliance of NB) in NB, we admit that re-
sults may differ in regions with a deeper history of pop-
ulist leaders and politics.

5. Results

A move to interpreneurial leadership is evident. We dis-
cuss this result in relation to how Szerb’s (2003) key fea-
tures of “preneurs” overlap, then relate it to populist
leaders.

5.1. Disability Nonprofit Executive
Directors—Interpreneurs

5.1.1. Roles

Our interviews revealed a move to interpreneurial
and transformational leadership with one key distinc-
tion: there is no familial dynamic involved. With in-
terpreneurial leadership, the leader is typically a family
member who has worked within the organization and
moved to lead it into the future by bridging its past while
seizing new opportunities in order to remain relevant
in the marketplace. Such individuals are a rare entity in
the disability nonprofit sector given their small size with
most having less than ten employees (many have less
than five). The typical situation was for a new executive
director to assume the position after working in a similar
position elsewhere, then taking stock of the organization
to transform it in light of community andmarket realities.

Executive directors recognize the need for change
stating that:

To move the organization forward, like I believe that
change has to happen on a daily basis. I really feel
strongly that because we are dealing with people’s
lives and everything changes on a daily basis so as an
executive director of an organization, it has to be a vi-
sionary. It has to know what the future can look like
andwhat it should be and that type of thing. It doesn’t
mean that you are totally on the ball but you have to
have a vision to then discuss with your board. (R33)

This quote underscores the need to have a vision and
a plan but for others, it is more about holistic and con-
tinuous change as this quote from an executive direc-
tor outlines:

So the whole idea is about constantly improving, con-
tinuous learning, making yourself better, and apply-
ing that knowledge to your job and that makes us bet-

ter as an organization. So, it is an interconnectedness
thing and a flow, but thewhole thing is about learning,
constant desire to learn and improve because….I be-
lieve that if you stop growing and learning and apply-
ing and trying to, you know, organize change or drive
change, change is going to drive you and that usually
means someone will drive you out the door too, be-
cause change is constant. People have to understand
that, people don’t like change, but change is constant
and change is good. (R8)

In the above quote, the executive director is espousing
some of the tenets of new public management (Reiter
& Klenk, 2019) in continuous improvement and learning
which is consistent with interpreneurialism. R8 also em-
phasizes adaptability and to making change the norm. In
R8’s words, “change is constant.” This, however, ques-
tions how change is to be approached and managed.
Again, to quote the same executive director:

I think you manage change by, I think realizing, look
for trends in the sector, you realize that change is con-
stant, so it is best for you to make change happen, as
opposed to letting changemake things happen to you,
you know what I mean? So, you try to look at your or-
ganization and take note of where you are, what is go-
ing on around you, how does that affect us and if it
does how do you deal with it effectively. (R8)

5.1.2. Goals, Risks/Responsibilities, and Control
of Resources

Interviewees emphasized being aware of the “market”
and the organization’s fit within it, underscoring the need
to stop to think, reflect, and plan (R17). This involves con-
ducting asset mapping and environmental scans and cre-
ating opportunities to create relationships that may or
may not have previously existedwith organizations (R13).
It is also about being evidenced-based and data driven
(R16) which takes time and demands research to make a
business case as one executive director pointed out:

We have been trying to develop our own social enter-
prise or what kind of model that could be, we have
identified a market and we are still kind of in that as-
sessment mode of how we can figure out what the
size of the market is and what really the demands
are. (R4)

Being opportunistic is beneficial as examples from two
executive directors point out:

So we had been scrambling to try to find an alternate
source of funding because we see just how important
that programwas and how there is nothing else like it
in this province, there is a gap….We worked with gov-
ernment, they were looking to do something to work
with…to kind of put a toe in thewater for the flex fund-
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ing stuff and it broadened into doing some significant
person-centered planning. (R6)

We did a proposal for four schools and United Way
gave us enough for two so I met with the school
board and said if youwant another two it will cost you
$5,000, which is significantly less than the first two, so
we will see if they are open to the idea. (R9)

The above examples highlight two key behaviours. First,
there is a search to fit programs in line with government
needs. Second, executive directors are searching out new
opportunities consistent with interpreneurial leadership
yet interpreting the organization’s capabilities in govern-
ment terms with a keen eye to budgets. Note the empha-
sis on the cost differential in the second quote. At other
times, opportunities may be unexpected due to societal
change as this next quote reveals:

I think withmental health, everyone can relate to it so
therefore it is becomingmore important to everybody
and we are just finding, like, the third-party fundrais-
ers are increasing like you wouldn’t believe, whereas
years ago there was no such thing as a third-party
fundraiser. If you want to raise money you had to do
it yourself. (R9)

The evidence suggests that executive directors are
largely interpreneurially oriented. Their focus is on con-
tinuous development, launching new ventures while ex-
ploiting new opportunities. They are also interpreting
situations in government terms more so, which demon-
strates consideration of their partners’ goals while ac-
knowledging their limitations (funding) which is consis-
tent with interpreneurial leadership (see Table 1).

5.1.3. Control of Resources and Personal Attributes

Our interviews revealed a strong networking and collab-
oration component among executive directors. They cul-
tivate their networks and approach services delivery of-
ten as networked-based, sharing expertise and resources
(R5, R22), which is consistent with interpreneurial lead-
ership. Networking and collaboration consumed the vast
majority of executive directors’ time, upwards of 70% for
some (R29, R31). As one executive director explained:

One of the best [pieces of] advice I got from a mentor
that worked in the community was [to] get out there
in the community; get on committees that are not re-
lated to what you do but let people knowwho you are
and what you do; so, extend your reach and let them
know you are there, you have got something to offer
and you learn things and you make connections. (R8)

This need to continuously cultivate relationships was
highlighted, with one executive director stating:

The majority of my job is relationship building
60%+…because, you know, even in terms of relation-
ships with government funders, you know asking for
money is just one small part of it. The rest of it is
making sure you are at the public consultations that
they expect you to be at and being a part of partner-
ships. So, you are constantly kind of talking to people
within that department to show that you a good part-
ner in terms of somebody that they would want to
work with in order to move forward the priorities of
the government….So, I think that that part is really im-
portant and the ability to juggle a lot of different rela-
tionships is really critical because there [are] so many
individuals who we touch in our work right, different
stakeholders and the people we partner with and the
people who give us money. That is the hardest part
of this job and you have to be able to manage those
partnerships and relationships well. (R34)

The Atlantic provinces have formal networks of dis-
ability associations (NL Network of Disability Leaders,
NB Disability Executive’s Network) or provincial acces-
sibility committees (PEI, NS). The executive directors
of those networks found the cross-sector disability ap-
proach beneficial to raise awareness, to combine efforts
on common issues (e.g., transportation, stigma, discrim-
ination, social supports; R4, R5), and for meeting key de-
cision makers (R39). This does not mean that there is
consistent agreement on how to move forward; rather,
agreement exists for ongoing discussions and seizing op-
portunities for change (R33).

While beneficial, formal networks experience prob-
lems. Lacklustre attendance hampers information shar-
ing and decision making (R4). Moreover, issues sur-
rounded network membership given membership is by
invitation only. As one individual stated:

When you have one group speaking for all disabilities
then some disabilities get left to the back because no,
I am not a strong believer in cross-disability. You can’t
be an expert in all disabilities. You can be an expert in
some things but not all and I stick to what I know and
let the others speak for themselves and often times
when you have cross-disability I am often at the ta-
ble going, oh actually, that is not actually right for my
group. (R36)

5.1.4. Skills, Personal Attributes, and Control
of Resources

Another issue was that funding was disproportionately
directed to disability nonprofits that were part of the
network, which was lamented by one executive direc-
tor whose organization was unable to join the network
(R5). Still, others noted that it was the wave of the future
because “governments are more interested in speaking
with multi-disability groups then single-issue disability
groups, especially at the federal level” (R38).
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Questions also surrounded what collaboration actu-
ally means, especially for smaller disability nonprofits. In
the words of one executive director:

One of the things that I find that I am running up
against is what does collaborative work actually mean
when a large institution is working with a community-
based organization and my experience in…was very
different than here and whether it is a lack of knowl-
edge or fear or lack of political will, I am not sure,
but the ability to begin to look at what collaborative
working from my perspective, from an NGO perspec-
tive, seems to be lacking from our government and
our large institutions. (R13)

Other executive directors expressed frustration with
other organizations arguing that collaboration may be
expressed yet actions are often less than collabora-
tive (R21). Frustrations also surrounded dysfunctional
networked efforts with some executive directors occa-
sionally asking to be removed from provincial commit-
tees (R19).

What we find is a situation where executive directors
have all expressed the need for collaboration and net-
working in order to achieve goals. Yet, this collaboration
at times involved only select disability nonprofits to the
chagrin of others. The evidence also suggests that collab-
oration, while plentiful, is imperfect, and much trial and
error is involved. One executive director may have said it
best by stating:

What is the value of that collaboration? So, being
able to communicate, those communication skills and
being able to build those relationships and articu-
late those values without wanting to poke someone’s
eyes…but the art of patience and understanding that
building relationships takes time, whether it is with
larger organizations or with clientele. It is not a fast
process, it takes a lot of time, it doesn’t happen. We
don’t “friend” somebody you know and that creates
a relationship. It is a long process and building trust
with whatever organization of group of people you
are working with is a slow process. (R13)

5.1.5. Skills

At the heart of this shift to “preneurship” is the need for
superior communication skills. This includes:

Strong writing and oral skills; you are constantly writ-
ing. You are writing press releases, you are writing
letters to sponsors, you are writing letters to partic-
ipants, you are writing letters to parents, you are
writing letters to schools, so that is definitely some-
thing. (R26)

The above quote illustrates the need to “know your audi-
ence” given a different writing style is required for each

audience. Knowing your audience means being “people-
centric” as one executive director explained:

Number one, I think you need to be a people person
because you need to be able to connect with people,
otherwise they are not going to see you as being avail-
able to them for whatever it is they need you for or
want you for. (R37)

This again underscores the ability to build and sustain
relationships and partnerships (R9) with some executive
directors stating that fostering relationships with project
funders is over half of their work (R4). The key in this pro-
cess is:

The ability to be able to write and just craft a story be-
cause even if you don’t know the contract piece if you
can craft a story than you can write the proposal, you
know?A level of, I don’t even knowhow to phrase this,
but just a level of awareness of the political circum-
stances of this province and knowing who the players
are. The ability to speak well on whatever it is that are
speaking and to be aware of how it is that you are pre-
senting things. (R6)

That is big, that storytelling piece, whether it is face-
to-face or whether it is in a group, is a big piece of
what I do as well and I think it is about trying to make
it and communicate it in away that is succinct, it grabs
people’s attention, but yet I know it stays focused
enough that I know they can walk away with a seed
that has been planted, that is big piece of what we do
for sure. (R3)

The point is that superior communication skills and re-
lationship building are inter-related and underpin col-
laboration and partnerships which is consistent with
the move to interpreneurship focused on managing net-
works in order to achieve your goals.

5.1.6. Control of Resources

Much of the change has been forced on disability non-
profits due to changes in their funding structure and, in
particular, funding cuts. These cuts have occurred due
to changes in federal funding formulas and provincial
economic realities. Federally, the Harper Conservatives
cut core operational funding to disability groups in 2012
which had a knock-down effect. As one official stated:

About three to four years ago, the national office and
a couple of the other ones found out they weren’t go-
ing to receive their traditional funding and they were
given a period of, I think it was three years, where the
first year they received their normal funding, the next
year it was cut by 50%, and the year after that it was
cut down to 25% so basically they were cutting them
out. (R5)
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At the same time, federal program funding changes redi-
rected funding to provinces which, in turn, redirected
the funds based on their own priorities thus recalibrat-
ing funding among disability organizations. Winners and
losers were created and, for some, significant funding
was lost, upwards of amillion dollars (R46).While govern-
ments may be sympathetic to disability issues, executive
directors realize that there is little money for them (R6).
Changes in funding have forced disability nonprofits to in-
novate. For example, a formerly top-down funding struc-
ture with the national organization distributing funds to
provincial chapters was reversed so that the provincial
chapters now fund the federal office (R15). Disability or-
ganizations have also been forced to be more creative in
their fundraising efforts given formerly funded national
groups aremore aggressive at the local and provincial lev-
els which has crowded out funding formany smaller non-
profits. This has forced them to be more creative with
fundraising, especially given increased competition from
new electronic sites such as Go Fund Me that has mul-
tiplied the number of causes competing for the public
dollar (R3, R7, R13, R21, R33). A changing funding cli-
mate has forced disability nonprofits to innovate to sur-
vive. This is consistent with interpreneurship given their
desire to transform organizations in order to keep pace
with market shifts.

6. Conclusions

This article focuses on how the entrenchment of the ne-
oliberal state and the rise of populist leaders in Atlantic
Canada has impacted disability nonprofit leaders. Our re-
sults indicate that disability nonprofit leaders have be-
come interpreneurs. Their role is to take stock of organi-
zational strengths in order to capitalize on new opportu-
nities while working to redefine how they operate given
the new climate.While their focus remains largely on sus-
taining operations, they are increasingly doing so as part
of networks illustrating the fact that risks and responsi-
bilities and the control of resources are now shared. The
success of network members is, therefore, of great im-
portance and underscores the value of networking, rela-
tionship building, and communication skills. Our results
also show how the key interpreneurial leadership fea-
tures, particularly goals, risks, and responsibilities and
control of resources, as well as personal attributes, skills,
and control of resources are intertwined.

The implications are significant. In the face of pop-
ulist desires for state retrenchment, we see the disability
nonprofit sector in Atlantic Canada recoilingwith increas-
ing dependence on sector networks to survive. Short-
term, this may be an effective survival mechanism. Long-
term, attrition of the sector is suggested and increased
societal inequality due to elevated services demands
and chronic underfunding. As “policy takers,” disability
nonprofits are vulnerable to populism and question re-
mains as to the severity of the attrition and whether
Atlantic Canada is on the same “do-democracy” path as

the Netherlands (Dekker, 2019). On the ground, the de-
gree of attrition may be a function of the willingness of
disability nonprofits to collaborate. The fact that exec-
utive directors have become interpreneurial bodes well
for the future.

Looking forward, research is needed on different
types of nonprofit organizations and in different eco-
nomic and political conditions, including the context of
populist leaders. There is also a need to examine the
types of service delivery collaborations among disability
nonprofits and their impacts on people with disabilities.
This can then be linked back to state restructuring initia-
tives under populist leaders to improve the resiliency of
disability nonprofits. The framework used here offers a
model for gauging this transformation.
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